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1.0

INTRODUCTION

This report considers the potential traffic implications associated with the rezoning of
land at Aldinga. The site, which is bounded by Main South Road, Port Road, Quinliven
Road, How Road and Aldinga Beach Road, is the subject of investigations to inform a
Development Plan Amendment for the subject site.
This report details investigations completed in relation to transport matters associated
with the development of a Structure Plan for the site. This included identification of
access, road hierarchy and road widening requirements, together with the need to
provide for a future rail corridor on the land.
Integration with the adjacent road network, including provision for key linkages has
been identified in this report, together with a summary of negotiations with relevant
authorities.
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2.0

EXISTING SITUATION

The subject area is located within the township of Aldinga. The land is bound by
Bowering Hill Road and How Road to the west, Port Road to the north, Main South
Road to the east and Aldinga Beach Road to the south. Quinliven Road bisects the
subject area.
Figure 1 identifies the subject land.

Figure 1: Subject land.

There are a number of facilities on land immediately adjacent the subject site, namely:
•

the Aldinga Football Club, Aldinga Bay Bowling Club and Southern Vales Dressage
Club, which is located on the south-western corner of the Port Road/Old Coach
Road intersection;

•

the Galilee Catholic School, located on the south-eastern corner of the How
Road/Bowering Hill Road/Quinliven Road intersection; and

•

the Aldinga Beach CFS, located on the north-eastern corner of the How
Road/Aldinga Beach Road intersection.
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2.1

ROAD NETWORK

Main South Road is an arterial road under the care and control of the Commissioner of
Highways. The road has a posted speed limit of 70 km/h. Adjacent the site, Main South
Road is primarily a two-lane undivided carriageway, although the road widens to
provide for channelised turn lanes at intersections. Along the periphery of the subject
site, Main South Road intersects with Aldinga Beach Road and Aldinga Road.
Main South Road has been the subject of an upgrade by DPTI. This upgrade, which
includes widening of the road, introduction of a central median and upgrade of
intersections, is being completed in stages. The works have been completed to the
Main South Road/Port Road intersection, where the roundabout was installed.
Subsequent stages of the project will extend adjacent the subject site and include a
treatment at the Aldinga Beach Road/Main South Road intersection.
Aldinga Road is an arterial road under the care and control of the Commissioner of
Highways with a posted speed limit of 80 km/h. The road has a two-lane divided
carriageway which widens at the Main South Road intersection to provide for
additional turn lanes.
Aldinga Beach Road is specified as a distributor road in Council’s Development Plan
and is under the care and control of the Council. The road has a posted speed limit of
60 km/h. Adjacent the site, Aldinga Beach Road has a single lane in each direction.
Aldinga Beach Road widens at its intersection with Main South Road to provide for
channelised turn lanes. West of Aldinga Beach Road/How Road intersection the road
widens and incorporates a painted median treatment.
How Road is a collector road under the care and control of the Council. The road has a
posted speed limit of 60 km/h. Adjacent the site, How Road has a single lane in each
direction and intersects Quinliven Road and Bowering Hill Road. Channelised right turn
lanes are provided at the intersection.
Quinliven Road is specified as a distributor road in Council’s Development Plan which
extends west of Port Road. It is under the care and control of Council. The urban
default speed limit of 50k/h applies to this road. Adjacent the site, Quinliven Road has
a two-lane divided carriageway.
A median treatment has been developed on Quinliven Road, with a solid median
provided at the How Road intersection and a painted median treatment along the
balance of the road frontage. Channelised turn lanes have been installed within the
median to facilitate turn movements at access points and intersections.
Bowering Hill Road operates as a residential street. It intersects with Valiant Road at a
realigned T-intersection, with priority afforded to drivers turning between Valiant
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Road and Bowering Hill Road (north). The road is under the care and control of Council
and the urban default speed limit of 50 km/h applies to the road.
Port Road is a collector road under the care and control of Council and has a posted
speed limit of 80 km/h. Port Road intersects with Main South Road at its eastern end,
where it is treated with a roundabout.
Figure 2 illustrates the Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) volume on the road
network based on traffic survey data obtained from DPTI and Council.

Figure 2: Existing AADT volume on the road network

The above roads form the access network to and from the subject land. Figure 3
illustrates the road hierarchy of these roads within Council’s existing road network.
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Figure 3: Road hierarchy within Council’s existing road network

2.2

PUBLIC TRANSPORT

Bus stops adjacent the subject site include:
•

Stop 113 on Aldinga Beach Road;

•

Stops 102 and 105 on Quinliven Road; and

•

Stop 106 on Bowering Hill Road.

Bus services operating via these stops include 750, 751, 755 and 756. These services
operate between Aldinga Central Shopping Centre and the Colonnades Shopping
Centre. Figure 4 illustrates the bus routes.
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Figure 4: Bus routes

The Seaford Railway Station is located at the southern end of the Seaford Line. The
station can be accessed via the above bus services.

2.3

PEDESTRIAN/CYCLIST ROUTES

Sealed pedestrian footpaths are constructed on the western side of How Road and
Bowering Hill Road. Shared use paths for cyclists and pedestrians are currently
available adjacent Quinliven Road and Aldinga Beach Road (west of How Road). These
paths connect to the on-street bicycle lanes on Rowley Road which provides access to
the Aldinga Central Shopping Centre. Figure 5 illustrates the existing bicycle routes
within close proximity to the subject site.
A potential future extension of this railway from the Seaford station to Aldinga Beach
Road has been identified.
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Figure 5: Existing bicycle routes adjacent subject site

2.4

CRASH STATISTICS

Figure 6 identifies the crash statistics in the last five years as reported by DPTI.
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Figure 6: Crash statistics adjacent the site

It can be seen on the above figure that the higher crash statistics relate to the
intersections with Main South Road.
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3.0

TRAFFIC INVESTIGATIONS

The key investigations that relate to transport planning for this site include:
•

access for the site, having regard to the short and long term requirements on the
land;

•

connectivity to the broader network, including links to local services and the
arterial road network;

•

allowance for potential upgrade requirements on the existing road network when
required;

•

walkability for the site, particularly in relation to access for the school and future
rail station; and

•

connectivity to an extension of cycling facilities to service both commutes and link
to recreational trials.

3.1

DEVELOPMENT CONSTRAINTS

There are a number of factors associated with the subject land that need to be
considered when planning for safe and functional transport requirements, namely:
•

the future upgrade of Main South Road. Delivery of the next stage of the Main
South Road improvement project will necessitate road widening. A 30 m wide
area has been nominated to accommodate this infrastructure, as illustrated in
Figure 7;

Figure 7: Widening requirements adjacent Main South Road
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•

the existing transmission corridor which bisects the site; and

•

the future rail corridor within the subject site. While this land could potentially be
utilised for road connections until such time as the rail links are extended, it will
create an obstruction between the eastern and western development areas on
the site.

3.2

STRUCTURE PLAN REQUIREMENTS

The following anticipated land uses have been identified for the subject site:
•

a Reception to Year 12 school, located at the north end of the site, with frontage
to Quinliven Road and Port Road;

•

up to 1,000 residential dwellings;

•

a possible park and ride bus interchange facility; and

•

a small component of commercial land.

In addition, the state government has identified a requirement for a rail corridor which
will provide for an opportunity for the Seaford Rail line to be extended. This corridor
has been identified as being 100 m wide and would intersect with Aldinga Beach Road,
approximately mid-block between How Road and Main South Road.
The implementation of a rail extension along this corridor would necessitate
considerable engineering investigations, given that an at-grade crossing with any road
will not be considered by the Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure
(DPTI). This will mean grade separation solutions will need to be designed if road
connections are to be maintained.
While the considerable width of the corridor will provide for significant earthworks,
the instalment of the rail extension, should it be realised, may necessitate closure of
road connections.
The provision and design of a railway extension will ultimately be a matter for detailed
investigations associated with a future rail project. Nonetheless consideration has
been given to developing initial road network options which have included the
potential for the rail to be extended. Until that time, at-grade road linkages will be able
to be maintained and possible crossing of the rail corridor constructed for the short to
medium term life of development on the subject land.
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3.3

FORECAST VOLUMES

Trips generated by the future development site will be associated with the residential
development, park and ride and the school. Should the commercial area be developed
it will generate traffic but such volumes will be minimal.
3.3.1

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT

The RMS Guide identifies a recommended traffic generation rate of nine trips per
dwelling per day. However, traffic investigations related to the rezoning of land at
Two Wells, Mount Barker and Roseworthy have adopted a rate of eight trips per
dwelling per day. This has been based on data which demonstrates that the lower
generation rate is more representative of residential areas.
On this basis, the residential component of the development would generate in the
order of 8,000 vpd.
3.3.2

SCHOOL

Traffic volumes associated with schools primarily relate to the pick-up and set-down
demand generated during morning and afternoon school peak periods. This is a
function of staff and student population at the school. Collection of data at an existing
Reception to Year 12 school provides a basis on which to estimate future traffic
volumes at the proposed school.
Data collected at an existing Reception to Year 12 school identified the following:
•

a peak hour traffic generation rate of approximately 1.4 trips per student
associated with the junior school and the children’s centre; and

•

a peak hour traffic generation of 0.4 trips per 100 m² associated with the middle
and senior school.

The Structure Plan requirements identify a school with approximately:
•

480 junior school students;

•

1,020 middle and senior school students;

•

100 students with a disability; and

•

75 students in a children’s centre.

Applying the above rates to the anticipated school population would result in a
forecast volume of 3,200 vpd associated with the school (noting that approximately
80% of the daily volume generated by the school will occur during the am and pm peak
hours). This includes an additional allowance for the students with a disability.
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3.3.3

PARK AND RIDE

The park and ride facility will have in the order of 600 – 1,000 parking spaces. The
traffic volume generated by park and ride will be expected to primarily relate to
commuters, with an average turnover of 1.5 trips per spaces per day anticipated for
this facility. This would result in a forecast volume of 750 – 1,500 vpd.
3.3.4

TOTAL VOLUMES

The forecast daily traffic generation rate associated with the anticipated land uses on
the subject land is 13,000 vpd.
However, the integration of the residential and education land users will result in
shared use trips (a commuter collecting a student on the trip home from work for
example). Further, there will be internal movements within the site. It is anticipated
this will result in a reduction in forecast traffic volume by 15%, resulting in a forecast
traffic volume of 11, 000 vpd associated with future development on the land.

3.4

DISTRIBUTION

There are a number of key destinations which need to be considered when applying an
anticipated distribution to inform the access and road network requirements for a
Structure Plan.
The key residential, employment and recreational attractors for the subject
development include:
•

Seaford Town Centre, Noarlunga Centre, McLaren Vale and Adelaide CBD to the
north;

•

Willunga to the east;

•

Sellicks Beach and Victor Harbor to the south; and

•

Aldinga Central Shopping Centre and Aldinga Beach to the west.

Assessing the likely proportional access to each area results in the following
distribution:
•

60% of traffic will be to/from the north with 15% using Old Coach Road and 45%
using Main South Road;

•

5% of traffic will be to/from the east and all the traffic will use Aldinga Road;

•

15% of traffic will be to/from the south and all the traffic will use Main South
Road; and

•

20% of traffic will be to/from the west with the option of using Aldinga Beach
Road or Quinliven Road depending on the route choice.
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4.0

TRANSPORT PLANNING PARAMETERS

The key transport planning aspects of the Structure Plan relate to ensuring that the
site is designed to ensure that the future development provides for the safe and
efficient movement of people and goods in all transport modes. This not only includes
requirements for the subject land and the anticipated land uses but also consideration
of linkages to the broader network.

4.1

ACCESS

Access to the site will need to consider the present day environment but also the
implications associated with the potential railway corridor which would create a
constraint within the site.
The forecast volumes associated with the development only equate to 2,700 vph
during the peak which, when distributed, is relatively low. Accordingly, the issue in
relation to access for the land is not one of capacity but rather a functionality
consideration.
The size and proposed width of the land will command a high level of accessibility for
users from all directions.
4.1.1

SOUTH ROAD

South Road is the primary arterial road which provides access to Aldinga and, hence,
will be the commuter route for traffic to/from the site. The future upgrade of this road
will extend adjacent the site and will result in an upgrade requirement at existing
intersections.
In reviewing options for access to/from South Road, consideration has, therefore, been
given to the potential future road configuration to provide for long term accessibility
for the site.
The Port Road/Main South Road intersection has recently been upgraded with a
roundabout. Intersections adjacent the site which will need to be constructed when
the next stage of the Main South Road upgrade is funded will include Aldinga Road and
Aldinga Beach Road.
The constraints associated with intersection design and locations are fundamentally
based on road safety criteria. More specifically, sight distance, weaving and merge
requirements are important considerations. A review of potential options for Aldinga
Beach Road and Aldinga Road intersections with Main South Road have, therefore,
been considered in this assessment as they inform the access location for the site.
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Figure 8 illustrates conceptual route alignments that were identified by Council for
consideration.

Figure 8: Conceptual route alignments

Of the above scenarios, the possible future diversion through the subject land would
be more difficult to facilitate due to the constraint associated with the electrical
transmission lines and the required angled approach to the intersection. It would also
decrease separation between the intersection treatments on Main South Road and
require more land due to the additional length of road.
The preferred diversion of Aldinga Road, however, to intersect with Aldinga Beach
Road at, say, a future roundabout, could be accommodated and would not impact the
access solution for the site.
The access location to/from South Road has, therefore, been identified to take into
account the following:
•

future relocation of the Aldinga Road intersection should this be realised;

•

future upgrade of the Main South Road/Aldinga Beach Road intersection;

•

adequate separation to existing intersections; and

•

provision for appropriate access treatments in accordance with best design
standard.

Figure 9 illustrates a plan showing a potential treatment at the intersection, to provide
for left-in /left-out movements at the access.
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Figure 9: Potential treatment at the intersection

Right turn movements to and from Main South Road would be accommodated at the
Port Road and Aldinga Beach Road intersections.
4.1.2

ALDINGA BEACH ROAD

Aldinga Beach Road will provide access for residents from the Aldinga township and
drivers en-route via Main South Road. The access should be approximately mid-block
between Main South Road and How Road to allow for a relatively balanced traffic
distribution along the main road hierarchy. The preferred access location has been
identified to provide for future access to the east of the railway corridor, given that
How Road will be able to facilitate access to the western land component and there
will be a design for direct access to the Aldinga township for the school. Figure 10
illustrates the subject access location.
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Figure 10: Subject access location
4.1.3

HOW ROAD

Connectivity between adjacent residential areas is an important component for
planning the linkages to/from a site, particularly where community facilities (such as
the school) will generate a demand for cross traffic movements. In considering these
connections, care must be taken to not change the nature or function of the road
network within the developed area.
In the case of How Road, it will be desirable to create a pedestrian and cyclist
connection between the subject land and facilities in Aldinga, while not encouraging
significant traffic volumes through the residential area along Dolphin Boulevard. In
order to facilitate this, a future connection has been identified opposite the reserve
which will, therefore, provide direct connectivity for pedestrian and cyclists while
discouraging high levels of traffic on Dolphin Boulevard, as illustrated in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Future connection
4.1.4

QUINLIVEN ROAD

An appropriately treated intersection to facilitate access to the school from Quinliven
Road will be required. The existing painted median scheme will facilitate a channelised
turn treatment. Figure 12 illustrates the preferred access location for the site from
Quinliven Road.

Figure 12: Future modifications to the access for the subject site.
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While consideration may need to be given to the future rail link in developing this
intersection, it is expected that considerable investigation will be required as to how
the road network across the railway will be maintained during this project.
It is not expected that all connections would be retained but should Quinliven Road be
maintained, future modifications to the access for the subject site may be required.
4.1.5

NORTHERN SITE

Access for the parcel of land north of Quinliven Road could be provided on Quinliven
Road, How Road or Port Road. Development on this land will not generate high traffic
volumes and, therefore, no major access will be required.
4.1.6

COMBINED ACCESS

The proposed primary access will provide for the major connections for the subject
area once development occurs. Other minor access routes will also need to be
considered depending on the development outcomes for the land. As an example,
separate access would be beneficial and bus interchange when it is established on the
site.
Figure 13 illustrates the access points identified in the Structure Plan.

Figure 13: Access points to be identified in the Structure Plan

4.2

ROAD HIERARCHY

The size of the site and the anticipated land use will command good accessibility
to/from and within the site. In order to facilitate traffic transport routes in accordance
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with the desired distribution, a collector road should be established to distribute
drivers north and south and, therefore, provide accessibility to Aldinga Beach Road
and Quinliven/Port Road. An initial collector road should also provide a link to Main
South Road.
The connectivity to the west is of less importance as the intent of the road network is
to provide for accessibility to/from and within the site and not create an additional
east-west through route. Nonetheless, a minor connection from the west into the site
warrants consideration. Figure 14 illustrates the recommended road hierarchy for the
site.

Figure 14: Recommended road hierarchy
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4.3

PUBLIC TRANSPORT

The public transport components to be considered for the site relate to the potential
rail extension and associated bus interchange service.
4.3.1

RAIL CORRIDOR

The rail corridor has currently been nominated in a north-south alignment as
illustrated in Figure 15.

Figure 15: Current rail corridor

Adoption of this alignment, however, would result in a narrow portion of land which
could not be developed. This will ultimately become a maintenance issue which could
be completed following construction of a rail extension if the need for the 100 m width
is not realised. There would appear to be no technical reason for the corridor to not be
relocated towards the east to align with the existing school boundary.
This would provide for improved separation to the collector road intersection and
there would no longer be the undeveloped land portion. Figure 16 illustrates where
the corridor could be located to address this issue.
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Figure 16: Possible relocation of rail corridor
4.3.2

RAIL STATION

A future rail station has been identified on the subject land. Three options were
considered for this facility, namely:
•

at the northern end of the site, adjacent Quinliven Road;

•

approximately mid-block within the land; and

•

at the southern end of the site, adjacent Aldinga Beach Road.

A number of factors influence the best station location, including accessibility, the
vertical alignment of the rail infrastructure, proximity to services and catchment area.
In this instance, the mid-block location is considered to provide the most balanced
location to service the Aldinga Community, given the proximity to the school site
(existing and proposed), the ability to provide a park and ride facility and the
accessibility from the north, south and west. The risks associated with constraints
created by the vertical alignment of the railway are also reduced mid-block as the
complication of the adjacent works is not as significant at this location.
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Figure 17 illustrates the identified rail station location.

Figure 17: Proposed rail station location
4.3.3

PARK AND RIDE/BUS INTERCHANGE

Key to the success of the park and ride and bus interchange facility is its proximity to
the future rail station and the ability for bus routes to be conveniently directed to the
facility. Utilising dual road frontage to provide for commuter transport routes is
beneficial.
These criteria would suggest that the south-western corner of the land is a preferable
location as it will provide for convenient access but also good accessibility for
commuters to the future rail station location. Even if the rail station was to be located
further south than identified, the south-west corner would still be the convenient
location for the facility.
Figure 18 illustrates the preferred location for the park and ride/bus interchange
facility and the bus routes which could readily access this facility.
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Figure 18: Preferred Park and Ride

The above location has been identified not only due to its proximity to a future station
but also as it would be adjacent to commercial development or areas for stormwater
retention, therefore reducing any impact on residents.

4.4

PEDESTRIAN AND CYCLISTS

Integrating communities through connections for pedestrians and cyclists is of
significant importance in transport planning of developments. These routes should not
only provide for linkages to key infrastructure within the site, but should promote
these modes of transport as a preferred choice for residents and visitors. Connections
should also be provided to existing routes to facilitate access to the township and to
broader network routes.
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Figure 19 illustrates the routes within and to/from the site which should be integrated
with future development on the site.

Figure 19: Future development with routes within and to/from the site
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5.0

TRAFFIC IMPACT

Adopting the forecast traffic generation and distribution previously identified and
applying it to the identified access regime and road hierarchy for the subject land
results in the forecast volumes on the road network, as illustrated in Figure 20.

Figure 20: Forecast traffic volumes on the road network

5.1

ROAD HIERARCHY

Table 1 illustrates a comparison of the existing and future volumes within the existing
road network and the role of the road in the road hierarchy.
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Table 1: Future road volumes
Road

Existing
AADT

Road
Function

Post
Development
AADT

Road
Function

Main South Road
Old Coach Road
Quinliven Road
How Road
Aldinga Beach Road
Aldinga Road
Bowering Hill Road

17,600
1,300
6,550
3,150
15,250
5,000
2,550

Arterial
Collector
Distributor
Collector
Distributor
Collector
Collector

20,000
2,500
10,800
5,350
18,000
5,500
4,350

Arterial
Collector
Distributor
Collector
Distributor
Collector
Collector

It can be seen in the above table that while there will be an increase in traffic volume
there will be no change to the nature or function of the existing road network
following completion of the development.

5.2

INTERSECTION IMPACT

Development of the land will impact on four key intersections, namely:
•

Main South Road/Port Road;

•

Main South Road/Aldinga Beach Road;

•

How Road/ Aldinga Beach Road; and

•

Quinliven Road/Port Road intersection.

5.2.1

MAIN SOUTH ROAD/PORT ROAD

The Main South Road/Port Road intersection has been recently upgraded as part of
the Main South Road improvements. This roundabout treatment will readily
accommodate the increase in traffic volumes associated with development of the land.
5.2.2

MAIN SOUTH ROAD/ALDINGA BEACH ROAD

The Main South Road/ Aldinga Beach Road intersection will be upgraded as part of the
next phase of the Main South Road improvements. This treatment, which is likely to be
a roundabout to maintain consistency of the traffic control treatments along Main
South Road, will be able to accommodate the anticipated volume associated with the
development. Such a treatment would also facilitate realignment of Aldinga Road if
this option was to be adopted.
5.2.3

HOW ROAD/ALDINGA BEACH ROAD INTERSECTION

It has previously been identified that this intersection will potentially require
upgrading once the reviewed development to the south of Aldinga Beach Road is
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realised (source: GTA Consultants’ Aldinga Urban Land DPA Traffic Impact Assessment,
dated 31 January 2018). This assessment identified that a channelised right turn
treatment would be required to address safety issues at the intersection, albeit a
roundabout treatment would also be a potential treatment.
In order to understand if development on the subject site would exacerbate the need
for a treatment at the intersection, SIDRA analysis was completed for the following
scenarios:
•

existing situation;

•

existing situation plus southern development; and

•

existing situation plus southern development plus development on the subject
site.

Detailed output from the SIDRA analysis is included in Appendix A. The results of the
analysis identified the following:
•

the existing intersection will operate within capacity (DOS 0.65) with the southern
development plus the development on the subject site;

•

the queues will be minimal; and

•

the delays to the right turn traffic on Aldinga Beach Road will be low.

Council has previously indicated that additional modelling should be undertaken for a
future design year (2036). In including the southern development and the proposed
development, the modelling undertaken has considered the significant majority of
future developments in the subject area. Accordingly, these volumes are, in effect, the
growth on the road network which will be realised by 2036.
5.2.4

PORT ROAD/QUINLIVEN ROAD

The increase in traffic volumes using the Port Road/Quinliven Road intersection will
primarily relate to drivers making trips to the site (as drivers leaving the site would
conveniently leave via the direct left turn to Main South Road) or drivers associated
with the future school.
The relatively low traffic volume attracted to this intersection is not anticipated to
trigger any intent for an upgrade, particularly given the route choices available to
drivers towards the north and east.

5.3

ROAD WIDENING

In addition to the road widening required along Main South Road which has been
identified by DPTI, Councils Development Plan indicates a future requirement for road
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widening on How Road and Aldinga Beach Road. The need for such widening will relate
to the anticipated infrastructure for the works following completion of the
development.
5.3.1

ALDINGA BEACH ROAD

Aldinga Beach Road has a forecast traffic volume of 14,000 vpd upon completion of
the development. This would equate to a peak hour traffic volume of 1,400 vph.
Should this realised, there will be a potential requirement for a four lane carriageway
on this road, between the new Collector Road and the Main South Road intersection.
Figure 21 illustrates a potential cross section for this section of Aldinga Beach Road.

Figure 21: Concept cross section for Aldinga Beach Road

The above treatments would necessitate land from the subject site to accommodate
the road widening.
There may be the potential for the future treatment of Aldinga Beach Road to be
reduced to a dual carriageway west of the collector road access to the site, in which
case the treatment should reflect the existing painted median treatment in this road,
as illustrated in Figure 22.

Figure 22: Potential extension of painted median on Aldinga Beach Road
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5.3.2

HOW ROAD

The forecast volume on How Road would be accommodated within the dual lane
carriageway. Even if the existing How Road carriageway was to be widened by Council,
such a treatment could be accommodated within the existing road reserve, as
illustrated in Figure 23.

Figure 23: How Road cross section
5.3.3

QUINLIVEN ROAD

Quinliven Road has been upgrade to accommodate a painted median treatment and
single lanes in each direction. Indented parking bays are provided along the road.
The forecast volume of traffic on this road will be accommodated within the existing
carriageway and, hence, there will be no requirement for road widening along the
northern edge of the site.
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6.0

SUMMARY

In summary, the traffic investigations associated with the development of the
Structure Plan for the subject land identified that the key access and road network
requirements relate to accessibility to the land to/from the broader network rather
than capacity requirements.
Upgrade requirements for intersections primarily relate to the key access points for
the site, with road linkages to Main South Road and Aldinga Beach Road.
The rail corridor creates a significant constraint on accessibility for the site, with the
network needing to account for short and long term access arrangements. Such access
will need to accommodate public transport access to service a future rail station. The
location of this station has been identified to best provide for access to services and
reduce impact on the land and access linkages across the site.
Development of the site will provide an opportunity to connect existing pedestrian and
cyclist routes to continue the north-south route for these road users, together with
improving connections to local facilities.
The Structure Plan will provide for future development plus accommodate external
infrastructure requirements adjacent the site.
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APPENDIX A
SIDRA ANALYSIS
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